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Design of a Generic, Low-Cost Noise Damper for Transit Rail Wheels

Overview
 
The team analysed current damper and different design alternatives. The goal of Penn 
Machine Company is to design a generic, cost effective noise damper, which is retrofit-able 
and reduces the noise induced by curve squealing of the transit wheel by up to 80%. A 
challenge the team faced was the vibration analysis, which is involved complex analysis of 
a two degree of freedom system. Deliverables included results of adhesive testing, CAD 
frequency analysis models, and recommendations on vibrational analysis.  

Objectives 
 

The primary objective was to get a broad range of frequencies that can be reduced through frequency analysis 

on various wheel and solving vibrational analysis on the current damper to create a system that can be change 

according to damper’s material, geometry and dimension.  

 

Approach 
 
• Customer needs were assessed to determine our goals of adhesive analysis, frequency analysis and 

vibrational analysis.  
• An external patent search was conducted to evaluate current damper’s potential to be a leader in the market, 

however the technology is not developed in the United States.  
• Concepts were generated through help from Penn State professors. These professionals were: Dr. Paris Von 

Lockette, Anne Martin, Richard Auhl and Mike Erdman. 
• A visit to the sponsor was not necessary for data collection, however they did send SolidWorks models of 

various train wheels for frequency analysis.  
• CAD models were generated for frequency analysis using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and drawings of 

damper for vibrational analysis in SolidWorks.  
• This project was in the preliminary research stages and did not require the fabrication of a prototype. 
• The team perform adhesive testing to find formidable adhesive to adhere a proposed damper to train wheels 
• Our equivalent system model will be validated by future project groups plugging in the dimensions and 

material properties of the existing damper technology and running a preliminary simulation to verify that the 
simulated model is attenuating frequencies within our expected operational range of the existing damper..  

• The results generated include an adhesive recommendation for the future damper design as well as an 
equivalent system that will aid the next project group in material and dimensional selection prior to 
prototyping. These selections will then be analyzed by these future groups through the use of Solidworks 
simulation.  

Outcomes 
 

• The research we performed will help future 

teams create the final damper product 

• Adhesive testing found a formidable 

adhesive, allowing the damper to be 

retrofittable  
• Equations from vibrational analysis allow 

for amplitude and frequencies to be 

found for damping 

• These findings can lead the way for 
revolutionary, low-cost wheel damping in the 

transit industry  
 

 

 

 

 


